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Abstract – The shopping mall is a facility for profit-making with a complex 

spatial configuration that prioritizes effectiveness in any aspect. Therefore, the 

spatial configuration of the shopping mall needs more than a rule of thumb or 

a subjective judgment. Many researchers have conducted studies of shopping 

mall spatial configuration by the theory and method of space syntax. But, the 

complexity of space syntax turns it hard to understand or apply in practical 

use. Due to the complexity of both shopping mall and space syntax, this article 

intends to create a guide for practical directions to optimize shopping malls. 

This article review combines and synthesizes the findings of space syntax 

precedent studies. The method we used in this article is qualitative methods 

with a comparison based on relevant literature studies and logical arguments 

related to the shopping mall. As the result, this article has found that the best 

way to perform space syntax analyses is by using computer software namely 

DepthMap. Axial, convex, isovist, VGA, and agent-based maps are the 

available spatial representations for the spatial configuration of the shopping 

mall. Spatial configurations of the shopping mall can be evaluated by the 

measurement of connectivity, depth, integration, choice, and intelligibility. 

This article provides a guide to perform a space syntax in a shopping mall and 

to read and interpret space syntax analysis into spatial strategies to optimize a 

shopping mall in several shopping mall aspects. Those aspects are pedestrian 

flows, horizontal complexity, vertical complexity, tenant type allocation, retail 

placement, and anchor placement.  

 

Keywords: space syntax, spatial optimization, shopping mall 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The shopping mall, a multi-level commercial building, has many considerations to make it 

optimal. Firstly, it has an extensive circulation system that can make people difficult in wayfinding or 

worse scenarios can make people get lost (Zhang et al., 2012). Secondly, shopping malls as a facility 

for profit-making must be planned to attract more people (Min et al., 2012) and to be more strategic on 

how the stores arrange to minimize the movement distance (Kong & Kim, 2013). Thirdly, the visual 

aspect is also important in shopping malls. As a visual strategy, the frontage of retail need to be as wide 

as possible to be the visual catchment of people sight (Vialard et al., 2017) but it depends on the shape 

of the circulation because it affects the span of the visual field toward the retail front (Li et al., 2017). 

Lastly, designing a shopping mall need a resourceful strategy on the placement of the spatial elements 

such as the entrance, the vertical transition access (elevator, escalator, and stair), and horizontal 

circulation (the form of the pedestrian ways and corridor) (Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2012). To sum 

it up, all the shopping mall design considerations describe the complexity of the design thinking process 

and need a comprehensive solution to manage the space to be more optimal. But recently, all these 
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considerations are still unsolved due to the rule of thumbs (Deb & Mitra, 2020) and the subjective 

judgment of the architect or building manager (Fujitani & Kishimoto, 2012). 

In 1984, space syntax appeared as a new theory for determining the behavior of humans toward 

space by formulating human social logic into a math equation (Fezzai et al., 2020). Later in the 1990s, 

the method became commonly used to solve spatial configuration problems in many kinds of building 

use including shopping malls (Ha et al., 2020). It is found that space syntax first used on shopping malls 

is in 1996 (Kim, 1996) and the popular trend is increasing from an average of 1 publication per year in 

1996 to an average of 5 publication per year in 2020 (Fig. 1). In 2001, Turner (2001) developed a 

computer software named Depthmap from space syntax theory. This software provides a colorful and 

informative graphical presentation to help the user in analyzing spatial configuration. So far, all these 

means space syntax is the most promising comprehensive solution to optimize shopping malls but the 

practical use of space syntax on shopping malls is still in development. This leads to another problem 

which is how to use space syntax to optimize a shopping mall. 

 
Fig. 1. Popularity trend of space syntax used in the shopping mall 

A lot of space syntax precedent study articles have been collected as data. Those studies were 

conducted at a varied shopping mall around the world. By combining and synthesizing their findings, 

this review article is created with the purpose to provide a guide to the use of space syntax in the topic 

of optimizing shopping mall design. The method we used in this article is qualitative methods with a 

comparison based on relevant literature studies and logical arguments related to the shopping mall.  

This review covers all articles which have conducted a study on shopping malls at building scale. 

Those articles consist of 20 articles from 2011 to 2020 (Table 1). Other articles at urban-scale and single-

store outlet-scale are not included in this review. Most included articles are empirical study cases about 

the movement and the behavior of shoppers inside shopping malls. Some articles were trying to find 

other new variables that possibly affect or affected by the spatial configuration (Al-Juboori & Mustafa, 

2014; Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; Haofeng et al., 2017; Kong & Kim, 2012). Several articles are 

theoretical, using space syntax to make framework, rules, and models (Deb, 2013, 2014, 2015; Deb & 

Mitra, 2020) to replace the conventional rules of thumb. And a few articles combine the space syntax 

method with other methods like multiple regression analysis (Fujitani & Kishimoto, 2012), GIS (Yuo et 

al., 2013), Q-analysis (Omer & Goldblatt, 2016), and ERAM (Ha et al., 2020). 

Table 1. Article by Publication Date 

Type of Reference 
Publication Date 

Total 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Journal Article   1 2 1 1 1 1  3 

Conference 

proceedings 
 4 2    3  1  

No. of References 0 4 3 2 1 1 4 1 1 3 20 
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II. SPACE SYNTAX 

Hillier & Hanson (1984) developed space syntax as a theory to replace the shape grammar 

principles as spatial system organizers in ways more systematic and mathematical. Unlike shape 

grammar, space syntax is not just developed into a fundamental theory but also advanced methods. 

Space syntax consists of the measurement system and varied graph models to represent the spatial 

configuration at any scale (city, district, building, and single space) (Hillier, 1996). To help space syntax 

researchers and to develop the space syntax method,  Turner (2001) design software to perform a set of 

space syntax measurements in various scales. The software is called DepthMap. It is a computer 

software analytic tool with communicative graphical representation (Gil et al., 2015). DepthMap was 

designed to perform VGA map analyses only (Turner, 2004), but later other analyses were added. Now, 

DepthMap ables to perform a comprehensive analysis of all space syntax maps and measurements.  

Space syntax has three fundamental maps to represent the spatial structure based on the scale and 

the function (Fig. 2). Those maps are axial, convex, and isovist (Behbahani et al., 2017). The axial and 

convex maps were first purposed by Hillier & Hanson (1984) while isovist maps were purposed by 

Benedikt (1979). The axial map is often used to represent the macroscale like cities, but the axial map 

can also represent mesoscale space such as buildings and their layout (Nes & López, 2010; Nes & Yamu, 

2018). The convex map represents the mesoscale of space like buildings and districts (Li et al., 2015; 

Nes & López, 2010). Isovist map represents mesoscale and microscale space like a room with complex 

shape and has furniture (Benedikt, 1979; Mustafa et al., 2010). These three maps have different functions 

(Table 2). The axial map represents people's behavior in the way of movement or accessibility (Hillier 

& Hanson, 1984; Vaughan, 2007). Convex space represents the logic of people's interaction within space 

(Dawes & Ostwald, 2013; Hillier & Hanson, 1984).  Isovist represents the visual field of people as they 

move around the system (Benedikt, 1979; Farhi, 2009). 

Table 2. Spatial Scales and Functions of Each Space Syntax Maps 

No Space syntax Maps Spatial Scale Function 

1 Axial map Macroscale, mesoscale, 

and micro scale 

people's behavior in the way of movement or 

accessibility 

2 Convex map Mesoscale people's interaction within space 

3 Isovist map Mesoscale and microscale the visual field of people as they move around the 

system 

 

Aside from the fundamental maps, there were several additional maps (Fig. 2). They are visibility 

graph analyses (VGA) (Turner et al., 2001) and agent-based maps (Penn & Turner, 2002). While the 

isovist map shows the visual quality of certain spaces and certain locations only, VGA shows the visual 

quality of the entire space in the system. The agent-based map is a simulation of people's movement 

inside the system (Penn & Turner, 2002). This map was constructed from the VGA maps. The agent 

behaves based on human visual ability and moves reactively toward the spatial system. Besides, there 

is a conceptual map called justified-graph (j-graph) which is usually used in space syntax to represent 

the simple form of the axial map or convex map (Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Lee et al., 2018). J-graph 

consists of spaces and links which have restructured from the axial or convex map to visualize and 

analyze the certain quality of the system especially the depth (Klarqvist, 1993).  

All the maps above can be used to represent the space of the shopping mall as it had used by space 

syntax researchers (Table 3). The most chosen map to perform analyses with is the axial map with a rate 

of 50% of selected articles. In the second and third places, VGA and convex map were quite often used 

as well, with a rate of 30% and 40%, respectively. Besides the five maps above, there is also a map that 

was constructed from the axial map, called segment map (Hillier & Iida, 2005). But unfortunately, it 

can not be used to represent the mall. It is more suitable to analyze the macroscale of space like cities 

(Al-Sayed, 2018). 
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Fig. 2. Space Syntax Maps and Their Origins and Authors 

Table 3. Space Syntax Maps Those Used in Shopping Mall Analysis 

No Maps References Count of Ref. 

1 Axial Deb & Mitra, 2020; Haofeng et al., 2017; Min et al., 2012; Omer & 

Goldblatt, 2016; Vialard et al., 2017; Yuo et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 

2012 

10 

2 Convex Andi et al., 2020; Deb & Mitra, 2020; Ha et al., 2020; Wong & 

Tam, 2019 

4 

3 Isovist Kong & Kim, 2012 1 

4 VGA (Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; Bai & Yao, 2018; Fujitani & 

Kishimoto, 2012; Kong & Kim, 2013, 2012; Min et al., 2012) 

6 

5 Agent-based Li et al., 2017 1 

6 Justified-graph Al-Juboori & Mustafa, 2014; Deb & Mitra, 2020 2 

 

Space syntax has plenty of measurement types to measure or analyze the spatial configuration. 

Based on previous space syntax researches on shopping malls, only 5 of all the space syntax 

measurements were mentioned and used to analyze the spatial configuration of the shopping mall (Table 

4). They are connectivity, depth, integration, choice, and intelligibility. Connectivity is a local metric 

measurement that measures the amount of space that is directly connected to a certain space (Hillier & 

Hanson, 1984). Depth is a measurement of the distance between two-unit spaces (Hillier & Hanson, 

1984). The distance can be interpreted in three different ways, metric (how many meters take to space), 

topologically (how many turns take to space), and angular (how big the angle takes to space) (Turner, 

2007). Integration is a global topological measurement that describes the average depth of space for all 

other spaces in the system (Hillier, 1996). About 85% of space syntax researches on shopping malls 

used the measurement of integration (Table 4). Choice measures movement and predicts the potential 

movement of pedestrians and vehicles, noting that high global choice lies in the shortest path from all 

origins to all destinations (Hillier, 1996). While integration shows the center of the system, choice shows 

the betweenness of the system. Intelligibility is a correlation between connectivity and integration. 

Intelligibility identifies how easy it is for one in a local position to comprehend the global structure 

(Hillier, 1996). In the shopping mall, Intelligibility shows the ability of user's wayfinding, the higher the 

intelligibility, the lower the user’s chance to get lost in the shopping mall. 

Table 4. Space Syntax Measurements Used in Shopping Mall Analysis 

No Measurement References Count of Ref. 

1 Connectivity Al-Sayed, 2018; Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; Fujitani & 

Kishimoto, 2012; Haofeng et al., 2017; Min et al., 2012; Omer 

& Goldblatt, 2016; Wong & Tam, 2019 

7 
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2 Depth Al-Juboori & Mustafa, 2014; Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; 

Bai & Yao, 2018; Deb, 2013, 2014, 2015; Deb & Mitra, 2020; 

Min et al., 2012; Yuo et al., 2013 

9 

3 Integration Al-Juboori & Mustafa, 2014; Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; 
Bai & Yao, 2018; Deb, 2013, 2014; Deb & Mitra, 2020; 

Fujitani & Kishimoto, 2012; Ha et al., 2020; Haofeng et al., 

2017; Kong & Kim, 2012, 2013; Min et al., 2012; Omer & 

Goldblatt, 2016; Vialard et al., 2017; Wong & Tam, 2019; Yuo 

et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012 

17 

4 Choice Andi et al., 2020; Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; Deb, 2014 3 

5 Intelligibility Omer & Goldblatt, 2016; Zhang et al., 2012 2 

 

Space syntax measurement is simulation-based on the general logic of people's behavior. In 

reality, many factors can affect people's behavior such as culture. Therefore, some studies need 

behavioral mapping in comparison to the space syntax measurement. There are two behavioral mappings 

that applicable to the shopping mall study. They are gate count and static snapshot mapping. Gate count 

is a quantitative method that shows the quantity of pedestrian flows at certain gates in a building or an 

urban layout (Vaughan, 2007). Gate count is conducted by setting the gates and tally counting the 

pedestrian who move through the gates (Al-Sayed, 2018). Gate counts allow researchers to collect a 

great deal of data that can be represented graphically and statistically. Static snapshot or place-centered 

mapping is qualitative mapping methods. It is conducted to record the use pattern of spaces within 

buildings and useful for comparing static activities (standing, sitting) and movement (Haryadi & 

Setiawan, 2010). 

 

III. SHOPPING MALL ASPECTS AND SPATIAL MEASUREMENT  

Aspects of shopping mall study in this review are limited to spatial configuration due to the space 

syntax method. From the selected articles, there are certain aspects of shopping mall those can be 

analyzed by space syntax (Table 5). They are pedestrian flows, horizontal complexity, vertical 

complexity, allocation of tenant type, retail placement, and attractor placement (Table 5). The selected 

articles were classified fairly into each issue. The most discussed issue is the anchor placement. Each of 

these issues is later discussed more as outlines below.  

Table 5. Articles by Topic 

No Issues No. of Articles 

1 Pedestrian Flows 5 

2 Horizontal Complexity 4 

3 Vertical Complexity 3 

4 Tenant Type Allocation 3 

5 Retail Placement 4 

6 Anchor Placement 6 

A. Pedestrian Flows 

In the shopping mall, pedestrian flows are the footfall quantities that measure by counting the 

numbers of a pedestrian on the corridors. A pedestrian flow at a corridor reflects how many buyers or 

prospective buyer of the store which adjacent to the corridor. By knowing the pedestrian flows, the sales 

of the store can be forecasted (Kong & Kim, 2012).  

Using space syntax, the previous researchers found several facts about pedestrian flows. Firstly, 

pedestrian flows are affected by the entrance and the level variation (Zhang et al., 2012). Secondly, 

pedestrian flows are mainly shaped and affected by the spatial configuration of the shopping mall 

(Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017; Haofeng et al., 2017). Thirdly, space syntax measurements such as 

connectivity and integration, both have a significant correlation with the pedestrian flows (Aydogan & 

Salgamcioglu, 2017). Fourthly,  integration measurement on the visibility graph analysis map is the 
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most effective way to represent the pedestrian flow because it is most correlated to the pedestrian flow 

up to 60% more significantly correlated than other measurements (Kong & Kim, 2012; Zhang et al., 

2012). Fifthly, the intelligibility measurement indicates the accessibility of the pedestrian (Omer & 

Goldblatt, 2016).  

Those facts above provide a guide to analyze the pedestrian flows. Analyze the pedestrian 

distribution of a shopping mall can help us to evaluate the effectiveness of the configuration by 

indicating how impartially the pedestrian will be distributed. The best maps to analyze it is visibility 

graph maps (VGA) because pedestrians move and behave based on their vision. Connectivity and 

integration are the suitable measurements to analyze pedestrian flows, not just because they are greatly 

correlated, but also they both show the accessibility and tendency of the pedestrian. Using these both 

measurement values, an intelligibility measurement can be performed to see how complex the 

configuration.  

The findings of previous researches implied some recommendations to gain the optimal 

configuration. Firstly, better pedestrian flows can be achieved by modifying the position of the entrance 

horizontally or change the level of the position (vertically). Secondly, when the intelligibility result of 

the configuration is low (below 50%), the value can be adjusted by changing the spatial shape of the 

corridor plan. Lastly, pedestrian flows on the higher level floor are lower, so need an attractor on the 

most top level.  

B. Horizontal Complexity 

The horizontal complexity of a shopping mall is the complexity of the form of mall spatial 

configuration per floor level. It is mostly reflected in the mall corridor area. This complexity was 

generated when architects were designing the shape of the floor plan.  

Previous researches on this aspect had found several facts. Firstly, a ring-like structured layout 

generates higher distribution and provides higher accessibility to the system than a tree-like structure 

layout (Al-Juboori & Mustafa, 2014) (Fig. 3). Secondly, the circulation route with a long straight path 

had proven to be a more distinguishable attraction on pedestrian movements and have higher 

connectivity than the winding path (Aydogan & Salgamcioglu, 2017). Thirdly, the circulation should 

avoid the uneven bifurcation path and should be symmetrical to make pedestrians distribute evenly 

(Andi et al., 2020; Z. Li et al., 2017). 

 

Fig. 3. Justified-graphs of Treelike and Ringlike Structure 

Source: Al-Juboori & Mustafa (2014) 

Ringlike structures are better than a tree-like structure in a way to provide high distribution at the 

shopping mall. The ring-like structure was shown by the connection among the non-adjacent room in 

the justified graph (Fig. 3). In terms of connectivity measurement, the ring-like structure has a higher 

connectivity value than the tree-like structure. This also indicated the higher connectivity value increases 
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the effectivity of the spatial configuration of malls. In terms of depth, the ring-like structure has a similar 

depth value to the treelike structure. Therefore depth does not matter in the aspect of distribution. The 

most important feature of the ringlike structure is the looping routes where pedestrians can move more 

freely. While tree-like structure only has one-way branches routes. In summary, adopting the ringlike 

structure in the mall configuration is very recommended.  

While trying to adopt a ringlike structure as recommended, a designer can accidentally make an 

uneven bifurcation path as well. The uneven bifurcation paths distributed the pedestrian flows unevenly. 

This condition only leaves one of the paths has disadvantages, although the sustainability of shopping 

mall only can be maintained only by ensuring the wealth of each retail business. This uneven term can 

be interpreted in aspects of width, depth, and attraction. Wider paths provide a better visual field for the 

pedestrian, the shallower path is more accessible, and the attraction can attract pedestrians. By 

equalizing the path on these three aspects the uneven distribution can be avoided. Uneven bifurcation 

paths leave no issue as long as the disadvantaged path was assigned as a service area instead of a business 

area. 

Straight path routes are easier to access and have shorter distances in every way of space syntax 

distance determinators (metric, topological, and angular). In metric, a straight path has a shorter distance 

than a winding path. In angular, a straight path has a smaller angle turn than a winding path. In 

topological, turning in a path can be counted as a turn, while a straight path has zero turns. This fact is 

correlated with space syntax theory. Therefore, applying more straight paths into the system can 

improving the quality of the configuration in both space syntax measurement and the effectiveness on 

real conditions.  

C. Vertical Complexity 

The vertical complexity of a shopping mall consists of the level variation, vertical transition, and 

entrance placement. The level variation is the spatial attribute that affects the depth of the system. 

Vertical transition is the connection between levels. It can be defined as an escalator, lift, or stair. An 

entrance is a starting point and exiting point for a pedestrian. An entrance can be defined as the main 

entrance, secondary entrance, and the entrance from even the parking area. 

Researches on vertical complexity found several facts as follows. Firstly, Zhang et al. (2012) 

found that pedestrian flows near the entrances and vertical transitions are greater than other spaces far 

from them. Secondly, it is found that stores on the middle floor tend to have the highest pedestrian flows 

while stores on the highest floor tend to have the lowest pedestrian flows (Ha et al., 2020). Thirdly, High 

visual connectivity on the vertical transition improves the efficiency of the vertical path (Li et al., 2017). 

Most shopping malls have an entrance placed on the ground floor. This leaves the highest on the 

end of the circulation system or the deepest place. Based on the integration theory, it is reasonable if the 

highest level has the lowest pedestrian flow. Therefore, it needs a strategy to improve the pedestrian 

flow. By placing the vertical transition near the entrance, the pedestrian will be easily guided to the 

higher floor. On contrary, it can make the other place the ground floor left to be explored by the 

pedestrian. Thus, improving the visual quality near the vertical transitions will be more acceptable than 

placing it near the entrances. Common strategies of visual improvement near the vertical transition are 

by making a lobby and by creating void inter-floors.  

D. Tenant Type Allocation 

In general, a shopping mall has four types of tenants. They are retail facility, convenience facility, 

F&B (Food and Beverage) facility, and family restaurant (Min et al., 2012). Tenant type allocation has 

the same purpose as tenant mix which is achieving a better shoppers' flow and stimulating impulse 

shopping (Yiu et al., 2008). While tenant mix is a shopping mall strategy by creating a composition of 

several types of tenants in a floor or certain zone, tenant type allocation is a strategy by placing certain 

tenants in a proper place based on its characteristics. Tenant type allocation is much affected by the 

spatial configuration (Haofeng et al., 2017). The wrong placement of the tenant type in the system can 

impact the sales of the tenant and can lead to vacancy (Kong & Kim, 2013).  

Based on space syntax research articles, each tenant type has its own best location. The retail 

facilities should be placed on the space with higher integration and connectivity value because they have 

the lowest chance to attract users (Min et al., 2012). F&B facility can be placed on the space with lower 
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integration and connectivity value or the space with varied value because it is not much affected by the 

characteristics of spatial (Kong & Kim, 2013). Convenience facilities could not be found in sites with 

high integration (Min et al., 2012). Convenience facilities and family restaurants are considered to be 

facilities with a strong purpose and a characteristic similar to a key tenant. Therefore, it should be placed 

on the space with the lowest integration and connectivity value as attractors (Min et al., 2012). 

The findings above can be inferred that the best location of a tenant type is based on the aspect of 

attractiveness and purpose. Retail facilities have no attractiveness and no strong purpose. That is why 

they are so dependent on the best location. Where the best location is the most accessible location. 

Retail-type facilities should put in the priority. F&B facilities commonly appear with low attractiveness 

but they have a strong purpose. They provide users basic need which is eating, drinking, resting, or could 

also social need. The F&B type facilities can be placed on the second priority. Both convenience 

facilities and family restaurants have strong purposes and high attractiveness. These types of the tenant 

should put in less priority and strongly not recommended to put on space with high integration 

E. Retail and Anchor Placement 

Sumanta Deb progressively developed a formal model of bid-rent based on store location within 

shopping mall using space syntax as a guide to place a retail (Deb, 2013, 2014, 2015; Deb & Mitra, 

2020). This model helps shopping mall managers to set the objective value of rent to maximize the profit 

of every retail. The theory is based on how far a store from the customer density. The nearest shop to 

the customer density gets a higher rent price. Customer density is the scale of customer numbers based 

on accessibility where the most accessible shops in a particular arrangement will generate more 

customers (Deb, 2013). The accessibility is relying on spatial configurational variables (metric distance 

and cognitive distance) (Deb & Mitra, 2020). Metric distance is a simple measurement of the distance 

from the center of the mall (Deb, 2014). Cognitive distance is the measurement of the number of turns 

or changes of direction a path has to the center of the mall (Deb, 2014). This distance is measured by 

integration space syntax measurement where the higher the integration the lower the cognitive distances.  

When it comes to renting value, rent decreases with increasing of metric distance from the center, 

and rent increases with decreasing of cognitive distance or increasing integration value (Deb, 2013) (Fig. 

4). By combining the graph of the distance toward rent, Deb developed a four-cell graph model (Fig. 5). 

This model is separated into 4 cells. As it is numbered in Fig. 5, the first cell is the location where 

maximum customer density and it is the best location for higher sales (Deb, 2015). The 4th cell is 

inelastic or the location with the lowest sales and lowest customer density (Deb, 2015). The other two 

cells have moderate customer density (Deb, 2015).  

 

Fig. 4. Rent Density Relationship 

Source: Deb (2013) 
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Fig. 5. Density distribution throughout the spatial configuration 

Source: Deb (2015) 

In a shopping mall, the natural movement will only provide good sales for some particular 

location due to the spatial configuration (Hillier, 1996). This unequal development needs to be negated 

by placing an attractor or magnet and equalizing the spatial potential (Deb, 2013). Placing an attractor 

can help to balance the distribution of pedestrian flows (Bai & Yao, 2018). Modern shopping mall design 

is generally based on the gravity model to create artificial flows of pedestrian movement between the 

large competing stores that work as magnets or anchors where spaced between small cellular stores 

(Haofeng et al., 2017). This is where most dumbbell-shaped shopping malls had done their business 

(Andi et al., 2020).  

To equalize the customer density, there are some strategies for each different cell (Fig. 6) except 

cell 1. The strategy for cell 2 is to create attractors as the spaces are highly integrated but located at a 

higher distance from the center or the access point (Deb, 2015). The strategy for cell 3 is to enhance 

visibility and place proper signages to influence customer flow in that area because they are closer to 

the access point but integration is low (Deb, 2015). The strategy for the 4th cell is placing a proper 

anchor and the stores that have positive externality with the anchor store is necessary (Deb, 2015). 

 

Fig. 6. Spatial equalizing strategy 

Source: Deb (2015) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This review article synthesized all findings of space syntax studies on shopping malls and 

analyzing them with the related theories to create a guide to use space syntax in the topic of optimizing 

shopping mall design. Based on the result and discussion, we know space syntax as a theory and method 

have the capability to evaluate and optimize a shopping mall design. A researcher or designer can 

perform space syntax analyses on a shopping mall by using computer software namely DepthMap. They 

can use axial, convex, isovist, VGA, and agent-based maps as the spatial representation of the shopping 

mall spatial configuration or choose one of those to achieve a particular analysis purpose. They can 

measure the space using connectivity, depth, integration, choice, and intelligibility as effectiveness 

indicators. To correlate the space syntax data with actual data as data validation, they can perform space 

syntax behavioral mapping like gate count or static snapshot.  

After knowing how to perform a space syntax analysis, an architect or researcher have to know 

how to read and interpreted the result as indicators of an optimal shopping mall. There are six aspects 

that indicate the optimal shopping mall. They are pedestrian flows, horizontal complexity, vertical 

complexity, tenant type allocation, retail placement, and anchor placement. To achieve an optimal 

shopping mall design, there are guides from each aspect that we can learn about. They are as following 

below: 

1. Pedestrian flows are represented by integration analyses. It can forecast sales of the store adjacent 

to the flow. Modifying the position of the entrance of changing the spatial shape of the corridor 

can change the pedestrian flows. There is also a non-spatial strategy to modify the flows, that is 

by placing an attractor.  

2. The horizontal Complexity is the complex shape of the spatial structure of the floor plan mostly 

on the corridor area. The most optimal shape that a shopping mall floor plan should adapt is a 

ring-like structure with many straight paths and no uneven bifurcation path.  

3. The vertical complexity of the shopping mall is complex configuration due to the multi-level 

building. The pedestrian flows within floors can be modified by moving the entrances and vertical 

transition. The best way to improve pedestrian flows on the highest level is by enhancing the 

visual connectivity of the place near the vertical transition like provide a lobby, or create a void 

along with the vertical connection of each floor.  

4. Tenant type allocation is a spatial strategy of placing a certain type of tenant in the most beneficial 

space to achieve better pedestrian flows. Tenant types priority were indicated by the ability to 

attach user and the purpose of the tenant. The highest priority should be set to the tenant type with 

low attractiveness and weak purpose such as retail facilities.  

5. Retail and anchor placement follow the rule of customer density. Customer density is measured 

by integration and depth from the center of the mall. The highest customer density is defined by 

space with the highest integration and closest to the center of the mall. The best location for 

placing retail is at the space with the highest customer density, while the best place for placing 

the anchor is at the lowest customer density. 
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